
CLASS	DESCRIPTONS	(ABBREVIATED)	
Please	go	to	http://flexyourafterschool.com/juliancurtiss	for	full	class	descriptions	

	
	
Animal Safari! With Critter Caravan (k-5) - Join us as we safari around the world in search of exotic mammals and 
reptiles that you can hold and pet! Learn how these animals live in the wild and how we keep them as our pets. Create 
a safari journal to document your findings and make an animal craft each week for you to take home. 

Aviators with HobbyQuest (3-5) - Students will build and fly different model airplanes from scratch. We will include 
several different types of models, such as balsa wood gliders, electric battery powered and rubber band powered planes. 
Each session will focus on different lessons in Aviation and Aerodynamics, and we’ll head outside for action-packed flight 
days so we can see our creations soar! Each student will take home the planes that they build, so they can continue to 
take pride in their work and enjoy flying! 

Chess with National Scholastic Chess Foundation (k-5) - Students will learn how to play the fun and exciting game 
of chess. Through chess, students learn thinking skills, which are applicable to other disciplines. This course is 
designed as a continuing class, building upon each child's individual knowledge and experience. 

Clay Sculpting & Glass Fusion (3-5) - Students will use handbuilding techniques to sculpt clay. Fundamentals such as 
coil, slab, pinch and drape molds will be explored. Artwork is formed and painted with basic colors of engobes "clay based 
paint" that dries with the clay. Glass fusing is a great introduction to glass art. Using Pre cut colored, clear, opaque and 
transparent glass students will design and glue them in place. 

Cupcake Wars with Tiny Chefs  (k-5) - Cupcakes are all the rage and it’s a trend that’s clearly here to stay!  If you’ve 
ever been curious about how the pros make those cupcakes so precious and ornate and if competition is your middle 
name, then this is the session for you!  We’ll spend a couple classes on cupcake basics - measuring, mixing, baking, and 
frosting - and then finish the session with a baking battle! 
Flag Football (k-5) - Are you ready for some football?  Join us for an afternoon of flag football and fun. Classes will focus 
on the basic fundamentals of the game including throwing, catching and teamwork. Teams will be divided into K-2 /3-5.  

Future Picassos (k-5) - Each week, we explore a different artist, learn Art History and the science of painting while we 
recreate a painting in a step-by-step fashion. Students will take home a completed piece of artwork at the end of each 
class. Every class is different and if you have attended the Future Picassos Art Program before, you know that 
we never paint the same painting twice. 

Golf & Lacrosse (k-5) - Golf (4weeks) and Lacrosse (4 weeks) are two of the fastest growing sports for kids of all 
ages.  These sports will challenge even the best athletes. Golf: chipping, putting, driving, etc. Lacrosse: shooting, passing, 
cradling, etc.   During each class, students will work on their skills and participate in activities and game play.  

Hocus Pocus with Magic Dave (k-5) - This course teaches the basic rules and tricks of magic. It will teach you to 
engage and entertain with magic. Learning magic will teach you to be creative and use your imagination. You will also be 
able to do sleight of hand with everyday objects. 

Intro to Keyboard & Guitar (k-3) - MusicStart provides a fun, appropriate, initial exposure to playing and 
understanding music. This class will blend what many kids need - playing the MusicStart keyboard - and what many 
kids want - (a taste of) playing the guitar. Both new and repeat students are welcome, and will be appropriately 
challenged. 

Jr Minecraft with TechStars (k-2) - Minecraft is an educational gem.  Using developmentally appropriate activities, 
students will learn and master the underlying mechanics of the game.  From treasure quests to travel expeditions to 
building challenges and more, students will work in groups within a collaborative virtual world, a MOD built on a closed 
and safe MinecraftEdu server. 

Little Builders with MacInspires (k-2) - Every day a new object to build, every day new materials! Little Builders 
challenges students to build models of bridges, cars, desk, buildings, boats and more. How much weight can you boat 
hold before sinking? How tall can our building grow? Inspire, learn and create with this hands-on STEAM class! 

Odyssey of the Mind Spontaneous Challenges (3-5) - In Odyssey of the Mind Spontaneous Challenges, students will 
take on a variety of spoken performance and engineering challenges. They will play games and overcome obstacles 
designed to grow their teamwork, problem solving and creativity. Every week it’s a bold new mental adventure! 
 
STEM Sewing with Sew Happy (2-5) - This is a great opportunity for kids to get involved in STEM by using sewing to 
complete projects using mathematical processes combined with their creativity to reach a fun end product. Projects are 
designed so that kids get to use STEM in a less “techy" environment whilst reaping the benefits of other more traditional 
STEM classes.  The project for the spring session is an Emoji Pillow. Both new and repeat students are welcome, and 
will be appropriately challenged. 
Soccer (k-5) - This class will provide students with the ability to learn and improve the skills used in a soccer game, such 
as dribbling, shooting and passing. Each class will provide activities for all skill levels and game play. Games will be 
divided into K-2 and 3-5 playing separately. 

T-Ball/Baseball k-5) - T-Ball (grades K-2) and Baseball (grades 3-5). Come play a variety of baseball games including 
Home Run Derby, Running Bases, Racquet Baseball, and much more!! During classes, students will improve on their 
throwing, catching, fielding, and running skills. Hope to see you on the diamond!! 
 
 


